VERSITCAL CROSS SECTION

8" 8 7/16"

DOOR HEIGHT = UNIT HEIGHT - 7/16"
CENTERED ON HT OF GLASS

UNIT HEIGHT

8"

DOOR WIDTH = 28"

PANEL WIDTH AS SPECIFIED

PANEL HEIGHT = UNIT HEIGHT - 3/16"

VERTICAL CROSS SECTION

HORIZONTAL CROSS SECTION

SC982 WALL JAMB
SC983 HINGE JAMB
SC925 U-CHANNEL

NOTE: GLAZING MATERIAL FOR ALL KD UNITS AND GLAZED UNITS MUST CONFORM TO ANSI Z97.1 AND CPSC STANDARD 16 CFC 1201 CATEGORY 1 & 2

NOTES:
1. Uses Celesta Style HG1J hinges
2. Uses Celesta Style PU1D 8" pull handle
3. 1/2" OOP on hinge side, 1" OOP on panel side
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